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In this study, the wave-induced distribution of 13 microplastic (MP) samples of different
size, shape, and density was investigated in a wave flume with a sandy mobile beach
bed profile. The particle parameter were chosen based on an occurrence probability
investigated from the field. MP abundances were analyzed in cross-shore and vertical
direction of the test area after over 40,000 regular waves. It was found, that MP particles
accumulated in more shallow waters with increasing size and density. Particles with high
density (ρs > 1.25 g/cm3 ) have been partly confined into deeper layers of the sloping
beach during the formation of the bed profile. Particles with a density lower than that of
water used in the experiments floated constantly in the surf zone or deposited on the
beach caused by wave run-up. A correlation was found between the settling velocity of
the MP particles and the flow velocity at the accumulation point and a power function
equation developed. The obtained results were critically discussed with findings from the
field and further laboratory studies.
Keywords: plastic, pollution, nearshore zone, transport mechanisms, settling velocity, morphodynamics, grain
sorting, shoreline

INTRODUCTION
The pollution of marine habitats by microplastic (MP) particles is a worldwide matter of growing
concern. An increasing quantity of literature confirms the occurrence of MP in all parts of the
marine environment, including ocean surface waters (Sebille et al., 2012, Sebille et al., 2020), deep
sea regions (Thompson et al., 2004; Woodall et al., 2014; Enders et al., 2015; Willis et al., 2017; Shim
et al., 2018; Kane and Clare, 2019), coastal zones (Chubarenko and Stepanova, 2017; Chubarenko
et al., 2018a; Sagawa et al., 2018), and typical occurrence and deposition patterns along beaches
(Turra et al., 2014; Wessel et al., 2016; Hinata et al., 2017; Lavers and Bond, 2017).
The term “MP” shows variations between different studies in relation to the underlying size
range (Chubarenko et al., 2018a). A common definition at the European level it the distinction
between small (nominal diameter Dn < 1 mm) and large MP particles (1 ≤ Dn (mm) ≤ 5) (Galgani
et al., 2013). A major source of MP particles found in marine environments is the degradation over
time from larger fractions by physical forces, incorporating the abrasive effects induced by breaking
waves and currents and interaction with marine aggregate (sand), photodegradation (ultra-violet
light), or biochemical degradation (oxidation or bacteria), all of which are taking place in the surf
zone area (Klemchuk, 1990; Efimova et al., 2018).
The transport of MP within and out of the surf zone is largely determined by the particles’
properties, which can differ significantly in terms of chemical and physical characteristics, size,
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shape, degradation stage, and color (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012).
The physical and dynamical properties of marine MP particles
are documented relative to their behavior in coastal zones
(Chubarenko et al., 2018a). I addition to that, the abundance
in water, global distribution and composition of MP particles is
documented by a summary of international studies (Shim et al.,
2018) focusing on spatiotemporal MP particle distribution and
corresponding size distribution as well as polymer composition.
The entrainment and transport patterns of MP particles are
strongly linked to oceanographic events such as sea storms and
prevalent ocean currents (Turra et al., 2014). It was proven that
stormy winds, surface waves and sea level variations govern
the occurrence and deposition of MP within the sandy body
of beaches instead of anthropogenic loads (Chubarenko et al.,
2018b). For the initiation of movement and entrainment of MP
particles, the particle size and density in correlation with the
sediment properties were more important than the particle shape
(Ballent et al., 2013; Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf, 2019b). It
was recently found that the infiltration depth increases with
decreasing MP particle diameter and that spherical particles
infiltrate deeper than fragments and fibers (Waldschläger and
Schüttrumpf, 2020).
While there is a substantial number of literature available
on the distribution of MPs on surfaces or within deeper
sediment layers along beaches, the understanding of the transport
processes that lead to an accumulation of MPs across the beach
shoreline in the so-called surf-zone is only limited (Zhang, 2017).
The transport and deposition of MPs is governed by the same
drivers and processes that determine the transport of natural
sediments, a topic that has been extensively studied in the
past (Van Rijn, 1993; Soulsby, 1997; Nielsen, 2009). The surf
zone is characterized by complex hydro- and morphodynamic
processes that interact in a cause-and-effect relationship (Dean
and Dalrymple, 1984; Holthuijsen, 2007). In dependence of
the prevalent wave climate and triggered by wave breaking
and wave-induced near-shore currents, sediment is entrained,
transported, and re-distributed across and along the shoreline,
often resulting in storm induced erosion or seasonal bathymetric
changes including the formation of breaker bars, which in turn
promote wave breaking and further increase the dissipation of
wave energy (Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992; Van Rijn, 1993).
In essence, the surf-zones are morphologically active regions
and are characterized by a dynamic reshaping of beach profiles
(bathymetries) and sediment layers.
The asymmetric nature of waves approaching shallow water
environments on the coast and finally entering the near-shore
region subsequently leads to wave transformation processes
(shoaling and refraction), a net velocity drift in the direction
of wave propagation known as the Stokes drift (Dean and
Dalrymple, 1984). The onshore flow induced by the Stokes
drift is most pronounced in the upper water layers, near the
surface, with a linearly descending effect in larger depth and
even imposing currents in the opposite direction near the
bottom (i.e., offshore drift). This resembles a typical recirculation
pattern that affects the sediment deposition on beaches and
in shallow water environments and is enforced by pressure
gradients to the wave set-up. In addition, as wave energy is
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Parameter definition and two-dimensional flow conditions in
the wave shoaling zone [inspired by Greenwood (2003)]. (B) Force balance of
MP particles, near-bottom boundary layer, and flow-induced vortex systems at
ripples below a wave trough.

dissipated by wave breaking, the radiation stress decreases, and
the mean water level increases onshore (Horikawa, 1988); this
is often referred to as wave set-up. As a result of the pressure
gradient produced by the mean water level increase and to
compensate for the onshore-directed flow, an offshore-directed
flow develops in the lower part of the water column, called
the undertow (Nadaoka and Kondoh, 1982) (Figure 1A). In
combination with this system of nearshore currents, turbulences
and vortices induced by wave breaking cause intense entrainment
and movement of sediment within the surf zone. The sediment in
the surf zone might be transported in three modes: as bed load,
as suspended sediment, and sheet flow movement (Horikawa,
1988). The local particle movement is also strongly influenced
by small scale vortices and turbulence stemming from the
interaction of the wave-induced flow with ripples (Baas, 1978)
(Figure 1B). As the characteristics of MPs differ from natural
sediments, MPs react to these hydrodynamic processes and waveinduced flow forces similarily but not completely identical to
natural sediments.
Taking the linear theory into account as a first step to
understand the governing drivers and processes in the surf zone,
wave-induced flow forces (orbital velocities) act up to a water
depth d of half the wave length L (Stokes, 1847) (Figure 1A).
The simplified balance of power of MP particles in limited water
depth is made up of forces acting on the particles as a result
from local flow conditions (orbital velocities u ∼ Fflow , buoyancy
2
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tested MP particles is documented during the wave-driven beach
profile evolution until equilibrium state.
The materials and methods section defines the model setup, the test program and the test procedure. Also, the wave
analysis, the sampling methods and the particle analysis routines
are described. The first part of the results section documents
the evolution of the beach profile under waves. The second part
highlights the MP distribution, separated for (i) floating particles,
(ii) particles transported vertically in the sediment, and (iii) crossshore transported particles. Then, the observations and findings
are discussed and compared with recent literature. Limitations
and shortcomings of the present study are addressed. Finally, the
main findings are concluded.

Fbuoyancy ), and resisting forces of the particles (gravity forces
Fgravity , drag forces Fdrag ) (Figure 1B).
Regarding the dynamics of MP particles in the surf zone, only
little understanding is provided, some are even contradicting to
each other. For example it is argued, that, compared to nearshore
waters, a higher number of particles can be found on the sea floor
in the area of breaking waves, while larger particles with high
settling velocities remain in the swash region (Ho and Not, 2019),
whereas particles with low settling velocities are transported
seawards (Hinata et al., 2017). On the contrary, the plastic
polymer composition varies in different aquatic environments
and it is likely that MP polymer, size and shape are required for
modeling environmental transport in a correct manner (Schwarz
et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, to date, there is a limited number of studies
(Baldock et al., 2008; Forsberg et al., 2020) that have empirically
explored the transport principle and fate of MP particles in the
surf zone under dynamic boundary conditions experimentally
gained in laboratory facilities. So far, only partial processes
such as the sinking behavior of MP (McNown and Malaika,
1950; Kowalski et al., 2016; Bagaev et al., 2017; Khatmullina
and Isachenko, 2017; Kaiser et al., 2019; Waldschläger and
Schüttrumpf, 2019a) or artificial biotic, abiotic or mechanical
degradation processes (Tosin et al., 2012; Song et al., 2017;
Efimova et al., 2018; Gerritse et al., 2020) in simplified
laboratory environments have been intensively investigated
under isolated boundary conditions. This lack of investigation
under complex interacting nature-like boundary conditions
indicates the demands for experiments with higher order of
complexity to explore the role and quantify the influence of
different parameter (i.e., beach configuration, sediment size,
particle size, and density on the MP transport processes).
Demands to close this research gap have only recently been
addressed in available literature (Zhang, 2017; Sebille et al.,
2020). Thus, the present study aims to contribute to this field
of research by achieving a better understanding of the driving
forces and triggered processes that are governing the transport
of MP particles and their accumulation in the surf zone. To this
end, physical model tests with MP particles of different size, shape
and density were systematically carried out. This was done to
profoundly advance knowledge on transport, distribution and
deposition of MP in the surf zone, induced by original wave
attack on a mobile beach profile. The fate and abundance of the
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The distribution and accumulation of MPs in the surf zone due to
wave-induced flow was studied in a laboratory wave flume. In the
following, the experimental set-up, test program and procedure
are described and the applied MP particles, their sampling and
analysis are explained.

Model Set-Up
Hydraulic model tests were conducted in a wave flume made
of glass with a length of 6.7 m, a width of 0.3 m and an overall
depth of 0.45 m. The water depth can be varied from 0.0 m
to 0.4 m. The flume is equipped with a flap-type wave maker
(wet-back) for monochromatic wave generation. Waves can be
generated with a total stroke of 0.1 m. Hence, dependent on the
water depth d, deep water wave heights up to H0 = 0.14 m
and deep water wave periods larger than T0 ≥ 0.5 s can
be generated.
Figure 2 shows the experimental set-up, including the still
water line (SWL) and reference bed profile at the beginning
of an experiment (t = 0 h) for the present study. Crossshore coordinate x is defined positively toward the beach and
the vertical coordinate z is defined positively upwards, with the
origin of both axes at the toe of the wave paddle. At the end
of the flume, a fine-sand (Dn = 0.19 mm) beach profile is
implemented. Wave characteristics are recorded in front of the
beach slope (x = 2.4 m), on top of a horizontal bar (shoaled
waves, x = 3.9 m, from test 003 on x = 3.2 m) and in the
surf zone (x = 4.95 m) by ultra-sonic wave gauges (sampling
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FIGURE 2 | Side view of the experimental set-up with wave maker, ultra-sonic wave gauge location, reference bed profile (t = 0 h), and camera observation section.
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density is ρs = 2.65 g/cm3 (bulk weight 1.45 g/cm3 ). The
sediment supplier specifies the grain shape as rounded edges.
The complexity of MP particles occurring in nature can only
be represented in this study in a parameterized way. In the
present study MPs with different nominal diameter (0.5 < Dn <
4.1), shape (spherical and disc-shaped) and density (buoyant and
non-buoyant, 0.92 < ρs < 1.983 g/cm3 ) are used to evaluate
the individual influences of those properties on the transport and
distribution along the beach profile. The material characteristics
are summarized in Table 2. The particle diameters, consisting
of the longest axis a, the intermediate axis b, and the shortest
axis c, are given as mean values a, b and c based on a quantity
of 10 particles each (60 particles for tracer C, D, and E). In
addition to the mean particle diameters, the percentage standard
deviation from the respective diameter is given (e.g., STD% =
100 · STD/a ). The nominal diameter of a particle is the diameter
of a sphere having the same volume as the particle; it is computed
1
from Dn = (a · b · c) 3 (Bunte and Abt, 2001). The nominal
diameter Dn is used as not only the shape, but also the mass and
volume of a particle are important for its entrainment, transport
and sinking.
A pycnometer (Heico, volume: 100 ml) was used to determine
the volume V of the particles. The weight of the pycnometer
flask and the specimen was measured by a milligram balance
(readability: 0,001 g); at least 15 g of each particle were used
to reduce measurement inaccuracy due to smaller or bigger
samples. As a solvent, deionized water was used. To clean the
samples and to simulate the comparable energy input as in the
flow channel, the pycnometer flask with the polymer samples
was exposed before measurement to 30 min of vacuum (5–10
mbar), 5 min of ultrasonic treatment, 30 min of vacuum and
5 min of ultrasonic treatment. The vacuum was produced and
maintained by a water jet pump and measured by a manometer
(accuracy: 1 mbar). To validate the effectiveness of the treatment,
it was calibrated with the help of a polymer sample with a
known density. After treatment and the adjustment of the solvent
density, the volume was measured and the specimen density
calculated (ρs = m/V).
The submerged specific density ρ ′ s = ρs − ρf is defined as
the difference between the particle density and the fluid density
ρf . The fluid density for the present study was ρf = 0.995 g/cm3
(fresh water at a temperature of 30.4 ◦ C). The number of particles
added is defined by Ninput and respectively the input position
xinput (position of the wave board: x = 0.0 m) and the time of
addition tinput relative to the beginning of the experiment. The
adding process of particles is explained in section test program
and procedure.
As the particle’s shape is of importance for the transport
behavior of MPs in water (Chubarenko et al., 2018a) and to
simplify the classification and comparability with other studies,
the uneven particle shape can be described by shape parameters
(Figure 4) (Bunte and Abt, 2001). These shape parameters are
based on the ratio between the three particle diameters a, b,
and c. In the following, the microplastic particles are classified
according to (Krumbein, 1941) and (Sneed and Folk, 1958). A
sphere-like particle has almost equal a, b, and c values (b/a ≥

FIGURE 3 | Camera observation section of the reference bed profile (dashed
white line) and the still water line (SWL, dashed blue line) in the wave flume
(t = 0 h). Position of the three ultra-sonic wave gauges (red circles) and spot
lights for even camera exposure during experiments.

frequency: fs = 100 Hz, vertical resolution: δz = 0.2 mm).
The wave conditions at gauge 1 correspond to a surf similarity
√
parameter of ξm = tan(α)
= 0.53 with a mean wave steepness
sm

m
sm = gT 2H/(2π
= 0.055 and represent plunging wave breaking
)]
[ m
(Battjes, 1974). α is the slope of the beach, Hm and Tm respectively
the mean height and period of the measured waves. Tests were
conducted in intermediate water depth (d/L = 0.21, k · d =
1.34). L is the wave length (in m) and k = 2π/L is the wave
number (in m−1 ). Additionally, the wave propagation and the
temporal change of the beach profile are recorded by a camera
(image resolution: 6000 x 3376 pixel, sampling frequency: 11
frames/second) through the glass wall of the wave fume. A sample
picture of the camera observation section is given in Figure 3 for
the reference bed configuration (t = 0 h) with a designation of
the instrumentation.

Wave Analysis
The determination of individual waves generated by the wave
maker and freely propagating toward the sloping beach is carried
out in a time domain analysis using the zero crossing method.
The obtained wave parameters for the whole time series represent
mean values of the individual
P waves (index i), namely the mean
wavePheight Hm = 1/n ni=1 Hi , the mean wave period Tm =
1/n ni=1 Ti and the number of waves NW in the time series
(index n). The wave parameters are calculated with the WaveLab
3 software (Frigaard and Andersen, 2014).
The hydraulic boundary conditions of each conducted
experiment including the water level d, mean wave height, mean
wave period, number of waves, duration of a single test and the
duration of the total experiment are given in Table 1. The total
test duration is rounded to full hours for clarity. The deviation
from this time span is below 5 min. The hydraulic boundary
conditions were chosen to reproduce the principle model set-up
presented in previous research (Van der Zanden et al., 2017) in
a scale of 1:10 (Froude similitude) to enable a comparison with
large scale tests.

Materials
The median grain diameter (D50 ) of the sediment from which the
sloping beach was build is 0.19 mm (fine sand). The sediment
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TABLE 1 | Hydraulic boundary conditions.
Test
number

Water level
d ( m)

Mean wave
height
Hm (m)

Mean wave
period Tm (s)

101

0.3

0.110

1.13

3,371

1

1

102

0.3

0.107

1.13

18,951

6

7

103

0.3

0.091

1.07

24,079

7

14

104

0.3

0.112

1.11

29,860

9

23

201

0.3

0.100

1.12

22,783

7

7

202

0.3

0.100

1.10

22,867

7

14

Number of
waves NW
(-)

Single test
duration (h)

Cumulative
test duration
(h)

TABLE 2 | Sediment and tracer specification.
A

B

C,D,E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

a
(STD)

mm
(%)

0.201

0.231
(14.7)

0.68
(8.4)

3.37
(4.4)

3.19
(2.7)

2.98
(1.5)

2.98
(11.4)

3.89
(6.6)

4.06
(4.0)

3.59
(3.7)

4.78
(10.4)

3.82
(9.8)

4.86
(3.3)

5.02
(9.5)

b
(STD)

mm
(%)

0.190

0.157
(12.7)

0.68
(8.3)

3.05
(2.6)

2.94
(9.3)

2.40
(3.7)

2.49
(9.1)

3.06
(7.5)

3.77
(3.8)

2.77
(3.8)

3.37
(10.2)

3.47
(2.2)

4.56
(4.8)

3.98
(6.7)

c
(STD)

mm
(%)

0.179

0.132
(13.1)

0.68
(8.5)

2.48
(7.2)

2.35
(8.9)

2.37
(3.9)

2.01
(7.2)

2.16
(11.8)

1.93
(17.7)

2.62
(5.6)

2.93
(10.0)

3.21
(9.5)

3.05
(14.0)

2.86
(4.8)

Dn

mm

0.19

0.17

0.68

2.94

2.80

2.57

2.46

2.95

3.09

2.97

3.61

3.49

4.08

3.86

-

0.916

0.69

1.00

0.77

0.77

0.89

0.74

0.63

0.49

0.83

0.73

0.88

0.65

0.64

CSF
ψ

-

0.948

0.78

1.00

0.84

0.84

0.92

0.82

0.73

0.62

0.88

0.81

0.92

0.75

0.74

ρs

kg/m3

2,648

1,100

1,180

1,027

1,051

1,198

995

1,343

916

1,637

1,263

1,133

920

1983

ρ′s

kg/m3

1652.3

104.4

184.4

31.4

55.4

202.4

−79.6

641.3

267.4

137.4

−75.6

987.4

Ninput

-

-

1.2 g

C: 2.3 g
D: 2.3 g
E: 5.7 g

300

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

xinput

m

-

5.57

C: 5.84
D: 3.92
E: 5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

5.57

tinput

h

0

0

C: 7
D: 7
E: 0

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Nident
Ninput

%

-

-

-

98

100

77

33

43

90

93

10

98

46

81

−0.0006 347.4

relatively slowly, and thus, easily remain suspended in flow to be
transported over long distances. The diagram is segmented into
areas of equal particle shape, with the shapes Compact (C), Platy
(P), Bladed (B), or Elongated (E) as outer extreme values and
further finer increments (e.g., VP for very platy or CP as compact
platy). Most tested particles have a compact form, only particle
“K” has a platy shape. The settling sphericity of the microplastic
ranges from 0.6 < ψ ≤ 1.

0.75 and c/b ≥ 0.75). A particle becomes more disk-shaped for
decreasing platyness ratios (c/b < 0.75) and more rod-like for
reduced elongation ratios (b/a < 0.75). The particle is bladed
if the platyness and elongation ratio is below 0.75. The shape
0.5
factor CSF = c/ ab
(Corey, 1949) (Wadell, 1933) can be used
to determine the particle settling velocity which for particles of
equal weight is affected by the particle shape. Figure 4A indicates
that the tested MP particles are mostly spherical shaped. Only
particle “K” is disk-shaped.
Particles of the same effective settling sphericity can be
identified with the sphericity-form diagram (Figure 4B), which
is defined by the axis ratio S = c/a, the shape factor SF =
h 2 i1/3

c
a − b /(a − c), and the settling sphericity ψ = ab
. The
( )
settling sphericity reflects the tendency of platy particles to settle
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Test Program and Procedure
The initial beach profile is exposed to wave attack for 14 h in
order to enable first the dynamic shaping and natural evolution
of a stable bathymetry of the sloping beach (Table 1, test number
101–103). The first experiment is continued for another 9 h (test
number 104) to confirm the equilibrium conditions reached after

5
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RESULTS

14 h. The repeatability of the test conditions and the results
is demonstrated by repeating the experiment with equivalent
boundary conditions (test number 201 and 202).
The test procedure followed a strict protocol. First, the initial
beach profile made from marine aggregate was installed in the
dry wave flume. Then water was slowly poured into the flume
so that air could escape from the sediment pores. The glass walls
of the flume enabled a visual verification of the success of this
procedure. The water level was adjusted to d = 0.3 m. A set of
MP particles was then placed on the bathymetry (xinput , tinput and
Ninput according to Table 1). These initial conditions have then
been exposed to wave impact according to a certain time span.
In the first experiment, the water was drained from the flume
in three intervals, after 1 h (test 101), 7 h (test 102), and 14 h (test
103), to sample MP particles from within and from the surface of
the beach profile and to document the bathymetry surface with
a camera. In the second experiment, the water was drained after
7 h (test 201) and 14 h (test 202) for sampling.

Next, experimentally derived evidence of the wave-induced
transport, distribution and deposition of MP in the surf zone
is presented and analyzed, given for morphodynamic changes
over time in combination with the MP abundance detected
on the sloping beach. First, the evolution of the beach profile
under regular waves is documented as the original profile
proves to have an influence on the MP transport due to the
strong linkage between cause and effects imposed by hydroand morphodynamic processes in the surf zone. Then, the
shore-orthogonal distribution of MP on the bed profile and
the stratifying abundance (i.e., vertical distribution underneath
the surface in deeper sediment layers, of MP is quantified
and rationalized).

Beach Profile Evolution
The combination of an offshore directed undertow in the surf
zone and an onshore directed transport outside the surf zone
before the occurrence of wave breaking results in a formation of
a longshore oriented breaker bar on the beach slope under waves
(Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992). The initial beach configuration
was designed to reproduce the principle model set-up presented
in previous research (Van der Zanden et al., 2017) in a scale of
1:10 (Froude similitude) in order to benefit from the detailed
observations and measurements of velocities and turbulence
under regular plunging wave breaking while discussing the
distribution of MPs in the present paper.
The initial beach configuration (before the waves developed
the beach, time step t = 0 s) comprised a 1:8 offshore slope

Sampling and Analysis Methods
The quantification of MPs in the test environment was conducted
with three different techniques to ensure that all particles are
detected despite their differences in size and shape. (1) Samples
are taken from sediment cores along the test area (target:
fluorescent MP with a diameter < 1 mm), (2) MP on the
bathymetry surface were detected by cameras and (3) a test
excavation was conducted at the end of a test (target: MP with
diameter > 1 mm). The sampling procedure, the laboratory
analysis of the samples and the beach slope evolution over time
are described in detail in the Supplementary Material.
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FIGURE 4 | Shape parameter of the tested MPs including the surrounding grain (sample “A,” yellow shaded). (A) Relation between axes ratio and particle shape
(Zingg’s classification) (Krumbein, 1941) and sphericity classification (Corey, 1949). (B) Sphericity-form diagram with relation between axis ratio, shape factor, and
settling sphericity (Sneed and Folk, 1958).
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Floating Particles

(2.5 m < x < 3.85 m), followed by a 1.0 m long and 0.2 m
high horizontal section (3.85 m < x < 4.85 m). The shoreward
profile followed a 1:5.9 slope until the end of the flume (4.85 m <
x < 6.70 m). A documentation of the beach profile evolution
due to regular wave loading
(Table 1) for a number of different

time steps ti (with i h {0; 7; 14; 23}) is given in Figure 5A. The
location (xinput ) and time (tinput ) of the addition of MP particles
are marked by a triangle.
The local bathymetry alteration 1z along the beach profile
(1x-coordinate) is given for four time steps ti with respect to the
initial observation time step t0 by a black bold solid line (1zx =
zx,ti − zx,t0 ) (Figures 5B–E). Predominantly erosive sections are
represented by negative 1zx values. Predominantly accumulative
sections show positive 1zx values. To enable the estimate of the
bathymetry alteration for the three time steps ti with respect to
the previous time step ti−1 the red solid line (1zx = zx,ti − zx,ti−1 )
is given. Erosive sections are shaded in red, accretive sections
in blue.
The formation of a breaker bar at x = 3.8 m at the
beginning of the test is clearly visible. With ongoing test duration,
this breaker bar shifted due to wave-induced processes into
the offshore direction as its crest width increased. In addition,
a second inner bar formed near the shore line due to the
waves breaking over the outer bar. As expected, the system is
morphodynamically very active, especially during the first 14 h of
the test. But even after a further 9 h (t = 23 h), morphodynamic
processes still progressed and distinct areas of erosion and
sedimentation can still be quantified (Figure 5E), although to
a much lesser extent then in the initiation of the experiments.
As the differences regarding form and position of the breaker
bars are rather small after 23 h, it is assumed that equilibrium
conditions for the beach profile have been reached at this point.
Since the spatial and temporal distribution of microplastic
particles is of particular interest in this dynamic
environment, both aspects will be considered separately in
the following.

Particles with a relative density ρ ′ s < 1 (ρ ′ s = ρs − ρw ) are
buoyant and float on the water surface. This is the case for MP
“I” (ρ ′ s = 0.999), “K” (ρ ′ s = 0.92), and “O” (ρ ′ s = 0.924).
The distribution of floating MP particles on the water surface
at the end of the tests (t = 14 h, before flume drainage) is
documented in Table 3. Between 32 and 90% of the implemented
MPs could be retrieved during the experiments. It was difficult to
retrieve tracer “I” from the experiment due to its high degree of
transparency. The abundance of tracer “K” and “O” separates into
equal parts in (i) floating behind the outer breaker bar (4 m <
x < 5.5 m) and (ii) deposition on the beach slope above SWL
(x > 5.8 m). No floating particles were detected offshore to the
outer breaker bar or in the sediments examined below the beach
profile. This finding principally indicates that all buoyant tracers
retrieved after the experiments have been continuously forced to
rest merely in the inner surf zone very close to beach in shallow
water environments depicted by wave run-up and run-down.
Buoyant tracers were not subject to the undertow and remained
within the inner surf zone in the modeling domain.
In contrast to non-buoyant particles, the basic transport
mechanisms of floating MP particles in coastal waters are dealt
with in detail in laboratory studies (Baldock et al., 2008),
numerical studies (Hardesty et al., 2017; DiBenedetto, 2020), and
in field studies (Hinata et al., 2017). Reviews with discussion of
relevant processes are also available (Zhang, 2017; Sebille et al.,
2020). For this reason, the further evaluation of floating particles
in the inner surf zone from this small scale experiments is
discontinued at this point. Based on observations of MPs “K” and
“O”, buoyant particles were deposited in almost equal parts on
the beach or floated on the water surface. MP “I” is neglected in
this analysis as, due to the transparent appearance of the particles,
only a limited number could be found again.

Vertical Positioning
In this study, vertical sorting describes the position of MP
particles within the sediment column. The core sample analysis
of collected probes provides insights on the MP distribution
underneath the mobile bed surface in direct interaction with the
marine aggregate (zs < 0, with zs = 0 as the z-coordinate
of the beach bed profile). In brief, dominant regions for an
accumulation of MP vary with respect to (i) the particle size
and density and (ii) for the point in time of application into the
dynamical system. These dependencies on the abundance of MP
inside the sediment are analyzed and depicted in the Figures 6–8.

Microplastic Transport and Distribution
The flow conditions in the nearshore zone are highly dynamic
and complex (A et al., 2017; Van der Zanden et al., 2017),
especially near the outer breaker bar where additional turbulence
is induced by breaking waves. In the present simplified set-up, the
near-bed flow exists as an interaction of wave-induced oscillatory
flows, undertow currents, and local wake-vortex systems at
sediment ripples and bars. Together, these processes affect and
drive the sediment (and MP) transport, which was described early
(Inman, 1949) as being dependent on bed roughness, settling
velocity and threshold velocity for incipient motion. Flowinduced sorting processes of graded particles are documented for
the vertical (Harada et al., 2015) and the cross-shore (McLaren
and Bowles, 1985; Van der Zanden et al., 2017) orientation.
Since the transport principles and the sorting mechanism for
(i) floating particles, (ii) particles being transported above the
bed in cross-shore direction, and (iii) particles being infiltrated
into the sediment differ, the results are described separately for
each case.
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Location and time dependency
The significance of the input location (xinput ) and the pointin-time of MP application (tinput ) into the system on the final
MP distribution pattern in the sediment is discussed at first.
This preliminary configuration aims to elucidate the principle
transport mechanisms and overall fate of MP in the surf zone in
dependence of its entrance and introduction into the dynamic
system. This is done with the goal to understand whether the
initial conditions (xinput , tinput ) play a dominant role in the
investigation and may bias the formation of deposition patterns.
In order to investigate the main transport trajectories leading to a
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FIGURE 5 | Bed profile evolution. (A) Initial horizontal test section (bold black solid line), interim bed profiles after certain time (gray dashed line, black solid line), final
bed profile (bold black dashed line), and bed profile after equilibrium survey (black dash-dotted line). Location and time of added MP. (B) Erosive sections (red areas)
and accretive sections (blue areas) after 20 min, (C) after 7 h, accumulative bed profile evolution (bold black solid line), (D) 14 h, and (E) 23 h to validate the
equilibrium stage.

TABLE 3 | Distribution of floating MPs after 14 h.
Tracer

Relative density
ρ ′ s (kg/m3 )

Floating
4 m<x< 5.5 m
(%)

Beach deposit
x> 5.8 m (%)

Below the beach
profile
1 m<x< 6 m (%)

Sum of retrieved
tracer (%)

“I”

0.999

31

2

0

32

“K”

0.920

50

40

0

90

“O”

0.924

21

25

0

46

for almost stable conditions of the beach profile (t = 7 h), MPs
with the same material attributes as MP “E” were introduced into
the wave flume either on the crest of the meanwhile evolved outer
breaker bar (MP “D,” at x = 3.8 m) or at the SWL (MP “C” at

gradually migration of MP particles during high morphological
activity, particles (“E”) were introduced at the SWL at the
beginning of the test (t = 0 h). After termination of the major
wave-induced morphologic changes of the beach profile aiming
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FIGURE 6 | Microplastic distribution (particle/cm3 ) below the beach profile
surface of (A) the tracer “C,” (B) tracer “D,” and (C) tracer “E” (each diameter
= 0.68 mm).

FIGURE 7 | Microplastic distribution of Tracer “E” below the beach profile
surface in (A) Test 001 after 1 h testing, (B) Test 001 after 14 h testing and (C)
the repetition Test 002 after 14 h testing.

x = 5.8 m). Details on the placement of particles “C,” “D,” and
“E” are given in Figure 5. The distribution of these MPs with a
diameter of Dn = 0.68 mm within the beach profile surface at
the end of the test (t = 14 h) is given in Figure 6.
The number of MP particles per cubic centimeter is related
with an adjacent color-coded map along the x- and z-axis
for all three MPs (i.e., “C,” “D,” and “E”). The individual MP
distribution inside the surf zone is stated in cross-shore direction
(x-coordinate) and a depth-profile (z-coordinate) in the first 5 cm
below the beach surface (0.0 m < zs < −0.05 m).
For tracer “E,” applied at the beginning of the tests (t = 0 h)
at the SWL, three regions of major concentration are identified.
Beginning at the beach, the first accumulation point represents
the cliff which has been formed at x = 6.1 m. The particles
occur only close to the beach profile surface (i.e., in the first
sample, not deeper than 1 cm). This deposition is trusted to be
subject to modeling effects, as the water was drained after 7 h
of testing in order to monitor the distribution of MP on top
of the beach profile and to introduce additional tracers (“C”
and “D”). During the re-filling of the wave flume, MP particles

floated on the water surface and drifted toward the beach. Hence,
particles above the cliff are most likely deposited here due to this
modeling effect. The second region of particle concentration of
tracer “E” is at x = 5.4 m and is located at the inner breaker
bar formed by already broken waves. The particles are deposited
in the upper first centimeter (zs < − 0.01 m) of the beach
profile only; being subject to constantly acting redistributing
forces imposed by broken waves. The largest abundance region of
tracer “E” is at the first breaker bar (x = 4.7 m). Along the peak
elevation of the outer breaker bar particles are traced in deeper
sediment layers up to a depth of zs = −0.02 m. Underneath the
crest of the breaker bar particles are detected in an even larger
depth of zs = −0.04 m. This outer breaker bar is constantly
migrating offshore after initial formation (compare Figure 5).
Hence, the accumulation of MP in deeper regions (zs < −0.03 m)
is possible by sediment covering and could not be excluded.
Further offshore, no fractions of MP “E” have been detected in
the sediment samples.
MP “C” was applied at the SWL in accordance to MP “E,” but
after completion of the initial morphodynamic changes of the
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two time steps (t = 1 h and t = 14 h). The result is given in
Figures 7A,B. The MP distribution is given equivalently to the
graphical representation of Figure 6. After 1 h of test time, MPs
“E” migrated from the SWL toward more offshore environments.
The particles accumulated at the trough onshore of the outer
breaker bar (x = 4.0 m) and all over the inner breaker bar,
(5.0 m < x < 5.6 m). At the outer breaker bar, tracers
occurred up to a depth of zs = −0.03 m. At the inner breaker
bar, most particles are close to the bed profile surface and at
a maximum depth of zs = −0.02 m. It was shown that the
breaker bars migrated further offshore over time. It can be
deduced that MP particles are buried by sediment during this
gradual migration process (i.e., depicted by lower abundances in
shallower zs -regions).
Obviously, the dominant abundance of tracer “E” at the
inner breaker bar reduces significantly after t = 14 h.
The tracer in the trough of the outer breaker bar were remobilized and accumulated at the former inner breaker bar. This
discovered process resembles a temporal deposition effect of MP
particles after sufficient time spans to relocate its initial into a
terminal position.
A comparison between Figures 7B,C highlight the
repeatability of the processes. The absence of MP particles
in the area of the inner breaker bar is due to the fact that the
water in test 002 has not been drained during the experiment
and the particles have spread unaffected by it.
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FIGURE 8 | Microplastic distribution [% of the (A) tracer “J”, (B) tracer “L”, (C)
tracer “M,” and (D) tracer “P” (Dn > 1 mm)] below the beach profile surface.

Size and density dependency
Samples taken earlier with the syringe and subsequently analyzed
contained no MPs with diameters > 1 mm. Since, for MP “L”,
only a minimum quantity of the initial population was detected
on the beach profile surface, a test excavation probe of in-situ
material was taken (t = 23 h). Excavating a sediment probe and
following analysis proved that tracers from the populations “J,”
“L,” “M,” and “P” could be observed in the sediment sample (no
other MP with a diameter > 1 mm; MPs with a diameter < 1 mm
were not counted during the excavation). The composition of the
material and its constituents are given in Figure 8. Tracers “J,” “L,”
and “M” were detected in different quantities in a rather narrow
stretch in the surf zone between 4.1 m < x < 4.3 m but not
deeper than 10 cm below the beach surface. Beyond this region,
these tracers were not detected in the sediment.
Tracer “P” is distributed over a larger area in the sediment
(4.5 m < x < 4.8 m), also not deeper than 10 cm below the beach
profile. The MP accumulation peaked at the offshore-oriented
slope of the inner breaker bar.
In contrast to the much smaller MPs “C,” “D,” and “E,” the
larger MP particles “J,” “L,” “M,” and “P” tend to accumulated
in the sand offshore from the breaker bar, whereas the former
were found onshore from the breaker bar. Furthermore, the MP
“P,” which was by far the heaviest particle in this study, was
distributed within the sediment over the largest distance. On the
other hand, the lightest MP “M” concentrated to a rather small
area offshore from the breaker bar. Therefore, there seems to be a
correlation between the density of a MP particle and its potential
for infiltration and accumulation in the sand: the heavier the
particle, the easier it is infiltrated.

bed profile (t = 7 h). While the distribution along the x-axis is
comparable for both tracers, MP “C” was infiltrated less deeply
(only up to zs = −0.02 m) into the sediment than MP “E” at the
inner breaker bar. Only below the outer breaker bar (x = 4.7 m)
tracer “C” is distributed up to a depth of zs = −0.02 m only. The
results indicate that MPs will become infiltrated deeper into the
sediment column over time and with increasing morphodynamic
changes. In addition, the vertical infiltration of particles into the
subsurface occurs mainly where large morphodynamic changes
occur (i.e., at the location of the inner breaker bar). Further
offshore, no additional fractions of MP “C” have been detected
in the sediment.
MP “D” was applied after the completion of the initial
morphodynamic changes of the bed profile (t = 7 h) and on top
of the outer breaker bar at this time step (x = 3.9 m). These MP
accumulated mainly close to the surface (zs > −0.02 m) at the
outside slope of the inner breaker bar (x = 4.7 m). Low quantities
are detected at the outer breaker bar in a depth of zs = −0.03 m
and close to the surface at x = 4.1 mm. Further offshore, no
more instances of MP “D” have been detected in the sediment.
In summary, MPs “C,” “D,” and “E” were transported toward the
inner breaker bar and accumulated there, regardless of whether
the MPs were initially applied offshore or onshore from the inner
breaker bar.
The transport mechanisms of MP inside the surf zone strongly
depend on the temporal scale of the progression of waveinduced material deposition. This resembles a cumulative effect
originating from prevalent driving forces on non-buoyant MP
particles and is quantified for MP “E”, which was sampled at
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Cross-Shore Positioning
The cross-shore transport of MP particles in the test environment
was obtained from image processing data. Visual observations of
the test area showed that the particles, as soon as they were picked
up by the waves, were moved by all modes of transport depending
on their density and thus position in the water column. The
deposition of these particles after a certain time varied for
different sizes, shapes and densities. Deposition must be specified
in this case: The plastic generally particles followed the orbital
tracks in the water column and above the ground imprinted by
the wave action. Due to shallow and intermediate water depths
conditions, the particles above the ground moved floor-parallel
(1x ∼ 8 cm) on- and offshore directed (Greenwood, 2003). In
order to determine the position of the particles at certain times,
the wave generation was stopped and the particles deposited on
the spot.
It is observed that each particle fraction concentrates around
a specific location x in cross-shore direction, which is referred to
as the peak accumulation point ap . The number of MP particles
at a given location NP(x) is normalized by the maximum number
of particles at the accumulation peak NP(x = xap ). Then, the
normalized quantity at the accumulation peak is always equal
to 1. In the following, this relation is described as normalized
quantity (NP(x) /NP(xap )).
It is assumed that the resistance of a particle of a certain size,
shape and density to a flow force acting on it can be expressed by
the settling velocity w. Then, Figure 9 highlights the shorelineorthogonal MP distribution. The normalized quantity of the
detected MP particles is given by the cross-shore coordinate x.
These distributions are sorted according to the associated settling
velocity w.
First, MPs can be found anywhere between the two breaker
bars. Secondly, it can be seen that the location of the peak
accumulation moves in onshore direction as the MP’s settling
velocity increases. Interestingly, the peak accumulation point of
the sediment particles (tracer “A,” yellow shaded) also matches
this empirically deduced dependency. If one takes into account
the increase in water depth for a decreasing x-coordinate and
consequently a decrease in orbital flow energy (Figure 10), a
dependency of the MP cross-shore placement on the orbital flow
velocity and settling velocity appears coherent. Particles with a
comparatively high settling velocity are rather dense and follow
a more streamlined shape, whereas particles with a low settling
velocity have a lower density and are less streamlined. Therefore,
particles with an associated high sinking velocity are more likely
to deposit in lower water depths (Figure 10) with exposure to
higher wave induced flow velocities, as they are more resistant
against these than particles with a small settling velocity.
The accumulation peaks of tracer “C” and “E” (red shaded)
do not initially follow this recognized trend. However, Figure 5
shows the relatively rapid (t = 0.33 h) formation of an inner
breaker bar near the shore line (x = 5.3 m). One potential
explanation for the accumulation location of particles “C” and
“E” might be that this inner breaker bar led to reduced flow loads
or functioned as a sheltering option for these particles.
Furthermore, Figure 10 shows a decrease of the microplastic
density with increasing water depth and thus distance to
the shoreline. This phenomenon deduced in the present
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 9 | (A) Shoreline-orthogonal distribution of normalized MP quantities
on (black solid contour) and below (black dashed contour) the bed profile
sorted by corresponding settling velocity. (B) Bed profile elevation for t = 14 h
(black bold line) and still water line (black line).

experimental configuration can be robustly confirmed from
observations in field data (Turra et al., 2014).
Results further indicate that transport and deposition patterns
of MP particles in the surf-zone are dependent on the
particle’s size, shape and density. The revealed data from the
wave flume experiments suggest a prominent correlation and,
presume, a control mechanism between the settling velocity of
particles and their prime deposition position inside the surfzone in dependence of the prevailing wave conditions. The
reproducibility of these results is robustly confirmed by repeated
tests in order to exclude arbitrariness of the experiments.
To provide additional insights in the processes leading to the
different accumulation peaks for each of the tested MPs, the
relationship between the forces acting on the MP particle at the
point of accumulation (mean return flow) and the forces acting
against it [i.e., the particle settling velocity w (Ahrens, 2000)]
are examined. The sediment settling velocity is found to be an
appropriate feature to mimic a distinct measure of the grain
11
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orbital velocity umax is induced by the prevalent wave climate and
represents the acting forces of the fluid motion on the particle
on the bed profile and includes the mean wave height Hm , mean
wave period Tm and the local water depth dz,ap .
The next chapter, therefore, moves on to discuss (i) the
correlation between the settling velocity of a particle, its
deposition location and the local prevailing flow conditions, (ii)
the consistency of results compared to observations by other
authors, and (iii) the influence of model simplification on the
observed processes.

DISCUSSION
One of the key findings of the present study on the wave-induced
distribution of MP particles in the surf zone over a dynamic
bed profile is the formation of accumulation peaks based on
particle properties.
For the cross-shore direction, it was observed that the
accumulation peaks tend to move toward shallow waters with
increasing particle size or density. This trend is in agreement
with similar observations made in the field (Turra et al., 2014;
Hinata et al., 2017; Shim et al., 2018) and laboratories (Forsberg
et al., 2020). Furthermore, the results revealed a correlation
between the dimensionless settling velocity of MP particles and
the acting velocity (orbital flow velocity in the present case). This
observation is supported by the fact that the settling velocity of
the sediments was previously found to be suitable as a measure
of resistance of the grain to transportation (Heng, 1989). It
could be shown that the simplified maximum horizontal orbital
flow velocity enables a prediction of the accumulation peak of

wTm sin h 2π dx,ap /Lm

The correlation between the dimensionless settling velocity
and the relative maximum horizontal orbital velocity can be
expressed by

max −1.8
w

with a corresponding quality of fit of R2 = 0.94 and a root
mean square error of RMSE = 97.3 (Figure 11). The settling
velocity w represents the resisting forces of the MP particles
that incorporates the relative particle density ρs ′ , the particle
diameter Dn and the kinematic fluid viscosity υkin . The maximum
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FIGURE 11 | Correlation between the dimensionless settling velocity w (red)
and the relative max horizontal orbital velocity u (blue).

resistance to withstand entrainment and transport (Heng, 1989).
As it has already been proven that Ahrens’ approach maps the
settling velocity of MP with a small error (E = 6.6%, R2 = 0.962)
(Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017), the approach of Ahrens is
applied. Particle shape corrections (Kowalski et al., 2016) are not
applied in the present study.
A linear correlation has been empirically identified between
the particle settling velocity w and the respected local water depth
dx,p at the peak accumulation point of the particle. To improve
the universal character of this correlation and to constitute
a transferability of our findings, a dimensionless relation is
practically derived. An additional linear correlation has been
identified between the dimensionless settling velocity w∗ =
ρs w 3
and the relative water depth dx,ap /Hm . The physical
(ρs ′ gυkin )
differences in the system at different relative water depth are
identified as differences in the maximum horizontal orbital
H
i over ground.
 mπ
velocities umax (zs = 0) = h

u

u

0.2

FIGURE 10 | Particle properties [(A) size, (B) density, (C) shape, and (D)
acting force] over water depth d at corresponding accumulation peak ap .
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MP particles of different size and density. A transferability of
this correlation to more complex and three-dimensional flow
processes must be proven in future studies and also in larger scale.
Since the particles examined in this study all have similar
round shape, the influence of the particle shape on the formation
of accumulation peaks could only be discussed qualitatively.
However, recent laboratory studies have identified influences
of the particle shape on the particle’s fate (Forsberg et al.,
2020; Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf, 2020) and settling velocity
approaches are already available that take the particle shape into
account (Kowalski et al., 2016). Further studies should thus be
carried out to determine whether the description of accumulation
peaks by settling velocity also applies to MP particles with
significant different shapes. However, a first comparison to data
of plates and fibers (Forsberg et al., 2020) is positive (Figure 11).
The observation of the vertical position of MP particles in
the subsurface reveals that for large MP particles (Dn > 1 mm,
15 < Dn,plastic /Dn,grain < 20) a corresponding high density
(ρs > 1.25 g/cm3 ) was required to be stratified during the
formation of the bed profile. Small MP particles (Dn < 1 mm,
Dn,plastic /Dn,grain = 3.6) stratified during the dynamic formation
of the bed profile in the morphdynamically active regions mainly
at positions where the inner and outer breaker bar was formed.
This supports observations from oscillating sheet flows where
significant vertical sorting occurred during the acceleration phase
of particles (Harada et al., 2015). In contrast to this, tests on the
infiltration behavior of MP particles in sediments by constant
flows revealed hardly any infiltration for particles with a diameter
three times larger than the grain diameter (Waldschläger and
Schüttrumpf, 2020).
In terms of limitations, the conducted model tests show
the known scale effects of bedload transport models caused by
the impossible similitude of the Reynolds number, the Froude
number, the sediment density and the settling velocity in different
scales (Kamphuis and Nairn, 1985; Hughes, 1993). Inertial forces
and gravity are considered predominantly, whereas viscosity,
elasticity, and surface tension are incorrectly represented. For
the present study, all friction effects—especially on the boundary
layer—are overestimated. The present model scale is small
compared to the prototype conditions (e.g., wave height Hm =
0.11 m). The grain size and MP particle size and density, on the
other hand, show prototype dimensions, which a requirement
for correctly modeling environmental transport (Schwarz et al.,
2019). This leads to an imbalance between forces (scaled) acting
on the particles and resistance forces (prototype) of the particles.
It is assumed that the influence of slight density differences on
the MP abundance is not as dominant as in this test set-up. It
was deliberately refrained from working with scaled sediments
and MP particles to avoid a dissimilarity of the settling velocity
of the sediments and the MP particles in the water, as an
incorrect scaling of relative density results in inaccurate particle
accelerations and sediment transport rates (Hughes, 1993). The
development of the bathymetry on a prototype scale after 90 min
test time (Van der Zanden et al., 2017) is very similar to
that of the present tests after about 30 min (Froude similitude:
90 min · (1/10)0.5 = 28.5 min). During this time, the crest of
the outer breaker bar mainly rose. Thus, the generally described
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observations tend to apply. In addition, this comparison and the
continuation of the present small scale experiments for additional
hours shows that the large scale tests study did not achieve
an equilibrium.
Model experiments are carried out with regular wave trains
considered of 1st order wave theory resembling progressive
periodic waves of permanent shape. The bed profile evolution
for regular waves is known to be similar compared to irregular
wave spectra, but the process for regular waves is faster (Dean,
1985). The influence of the faster morphological change of the
bed profile in the present tests on the distribution of the MP
remains unknown for the time being and should be investigated
in future studies.
A study in a wave flume enables the approximation of
two-dimensional flow conditions in cross-shore orthogonal
orientation. Three-dimensional flow conditions, such as longshore currents, rip-currents, inclined wave attack and wave
refraction, are neglected in such studies. However, it is known
that these phenomena have an impact on the transport processes
of MPs in the surf-zone (Sebille et al., 2020).
The wave parameters were kept constant throughout the
study. A parameter study on the influence of different wave
heights and wave steepness was not carried out because the
focus of the study was on the general transport dynamics of
MP particles and the sea state is only the driving force in
the system. A comparison to additional limited data (Forsberg
et al., 2020) showed that the identified correlation between
dimensionless settling velocity and relative horizontal orbital
velocity is applicable for varying wave steepness (Figure 11).
Against this background, future studies in larger scales should
investigate whether the mechanisms of action shown can also be
transferred to other wave parameters and also to wave spectra.
The physical model tests were repeated only once. A
higher number of repetitions would be desirable for statistically
robust analysis and subsequent statements. However, the single
repetition showed that the bathymetry after 14 h test time could
be accurately reproduced (187 comparative positions along the
slope, R2 = 0.987, MSE = 8.2 × 10−5 , 1max = 26.3 mm at the
trough behind the outer breaker bar).
The findings of the current study relate primarily to the
transport behavior of spherical MP particles, with diameters
larger than that of the surrounding sediment (except MP “B”).
It is known that the ratio of the size between plastic particles
and the surrounding sediment has an influence on the transport
behavior (Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf, 2019b; Sebille et al.,
2020) because if, for example, the particle size is smaller than the
sediment grain size, the initiation of movement depends on the
particle orientation to the flow.
The influence of the shape factor is less varied in the present
study (0.64 < CSF < 1). Based on 45 studies, the probability
distribution of Corey shape factors (CSF) and densities of MP
particles in natural sediment were analyzed (Kooi and Koelmans,
2019). The shape factor distribution is dominated by fibers
and fragments (CSF = 0.25 − 0.75). The authors identified
fibers as the most abundant shape particles (48.5%) and only
6.5% with a spherical shape. They identified PE (density range:
0.89 0.98 g/cm3 , 25% proportion), PET (0.96 − 1.45 g/cm3 ,
13
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16.5%), and PA (1.02 − 1.16 g/cm3 , 12%) as the most common
MP polymer types. The present study covers this density range
fairly well.
The sampling method has an influence on the MP detection
in the field as well as in the laboratory, and the detection of
MP particles varies between different research groups. There is
an urgent need to establish standardized protocols for sampling,
sample preparation, MP analysis and data expression (Phuong
et al., 2016; Prata et al., 2019). Removal of organic matter
through digestion improves identification. Visual inspection can
be improved, chemical identification is essential. Mitigation
of cross-contaminations is required to validate the results.
The present study attempted to minimize these influences by
examining a known number of particles with known material
properties. This enables exact quantification between existing
and detected particles in the system. Most of the particles with
Dn > 1 mm could be detected at the end of each test (Table 2).
No transparent particles should be used in further studies as they
appear invisible in water. For particles with Dn < 1 mm only
5–10% are detected at the end of the tests (97% of these on the
bed profile and 3% in the sediment samples). Hence, the fate of
over 90% of particles with Dn < 1 mm remains unknown in the
present study.
Laboratory experiments are often performed with MP
concentrations of a higher order of magnitude than those found
in the field (Phuong et al., 2016). MP particle exposure conditions
usually involve only one type of polymer of a precise size
and homogenous shape. Particle exposure conditions are not
consistent with the particles present in the field (many types,
sizes, shapes). A wider range of sizes and types of MPs was
investigated in the present study. The form factors, on the other
hand, are predominantly spherical. With regard to the plastic
particle density in the morphodynamically active model area
(the upper 5 cm of the bathymetry) we had 1,300 particles with
a diameter > 1 mm in a dry sediment mass of 87 kg, which
led to a particle density of about 15 particles/kg. About 25,000
particles with a diameter of 0.68 mm (Tracer “C,” “D,” and “E”)
have been used in the associated tests, which lead to a mean
particle density of 287 particles/kg. For reference, in a study
of 300 m deep urban fjord in Norway (Haave et al., 2019),
48–107 particles/kg dry sample weight with a diameter > 0.5 mm
were detected in the natural samples. A study about the sandy
coasts of the Baltic Sea detected very similar ranges of 56–108
particles/kg dry sample weight with a diameter between 0.5 and
5 mm (maximum concentration 600 particles/kg) (Chubarenko
et al., 2018b). Therefore, the number of plastic particles used in
the present experiment is comparable to natural deposits.

Dn (mm) < 4.07) and density (0.91 < ρs (g/cm3 ) < 1.98). The
material properties were selected based on typical abundances
surveyed in the natural environment.
It was found that the accumulation peaks on the sloping beach
of different MP abundances in the system correlate with a certain
water depth for constant wave conditions. The accumulation
peak of typical MP fractions tends to shift into shallower water
depths with increasing particle size and density. This revealed
mechanism corroborates with observations from field surveys.
These findings lead to the derivation of a correlation between the
dimensionless settling velocity w∗ representing resisting forces
of the particle and the normalized horizontal orbital velocity
u/w induced by the wave impact representing acting forces on
the particle.
The findings of the present study are useful for numerical
studies of the dynamic behavior of MP particles in the surf
zone. In addition, they can contribute with the identification
of accumulation locations of MP particles with different
characteristics in the natural environment.
It was discussed, that the detection of MP particles in
hydraulic model tests is important and must be improved and
standardized. Furthermore, it can be deduced that the observed
MP particle distribution on the sloping beach was affected by
the small and only modular scale of the wave flume facility and,
moreover, influenced by rudimentary model implementation
schemes in the present study. For an identification and
quantification of these influences, additional experiments in
larger scale and with irregular waves have to be carried out. Also,
the analysis of the influence of storm sequences incorporating
wave and water level variations could help to understand the
dynamic rearrangement and re-suspension of MP particles in the
surf zone. The observations in these tests suggest that the surface
abrasion of MP particles in the surf zone is strong. Long test
series in larger scales could contribute to further understand and
quantify the degradation of particles from MP to nanoplastic.
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